The comparative analysis of protein sequences depends crucially on measures of amino acid similarity or distance. Many such measures exist, yet it is not known how well these measures reflect the operational exchangeability of amino acids in proteins, since most are derived by methods that confound a variety of effects, including effects of mutation. In pursuit of a pure measure of exchangeability, we present (1) a compilation of data on the effects of 9671 amino acid exchanges engineered and assayed in a set of 12 proteins; (2) a statistical procedure to combine results from diverse assays of exchange effects; (3) a matrix of "experimental exchangeability" values EX ij derived from applying this procedure to the compiled data; and (4) a set of three tests designed to evaluate the power of an exchangeability measure to (i) predict the effects of amino acid exchanges in the laboratory, (ii) account for the disease-causing potential of missense mutations in the human population, and (iii) model the probability of fixation of missense mutations in evolution. EX not only captures useful information on exchangeability while remaining free of other effects, but also outperforms all measures tested except for the best-performing alignment scoring matrix, which is comparable in performance. M EASURES of the pairwise distance (or similarity) of rate at which mutation introduces new alleles (Kimura amino acids provide the basis for scoring schemes 1983). in the alignment of sequences (Henikoff and Henikoff Although mutational effects are rarely treated as im-1993) and in other types of comparative analysis (Wen portant phenomena in their own right, they appear to et Yang et al. 1998; Atchley et al. 2001; Alexbe extremely important. For instance, each nonidentiandre and Zhulin 2003). A great many such matrices cal amino acid pair can be assigned a "genetic code disexist: an incomplete listing available from the AAIndex tance" G ij ʦ {1, 2, 3} equal to the minimum number of database (Kawashima and Kanehisa 2000) includes 83 nucleotides that must be changed to switch from amino matrices of pairwise amino acid similarity or distance acid i to amino acid j; the different categories someand 494 indices of amino acid properties. Formally retimes are referred to as "singlet," "doublet," and "triplet" lated to these are various schemes to distinguish "conexchanges. The practical importance of genetic code disservative" from "radical" amino acid changes (Hughes tance is amply demonstrated by the effectiveness of Fitch's et al. 1990; Hughes 1992; Rand et al. 2000; Zhang 2000).
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matrix of "mutational" distance (Fitch 1966 ) as a source A tacit assumption has been that the ultimate yardof match scores for protein sequence alignment (Feng stick for measuring amino acid similarity is the propenet al. 1985) . Furthermore, pairs of amino acids with the sity for evolutionary change from one amino acid to ansame genetic code distance may differ in the density other. However, evolutionary transition probabilities, of minimum-length mutational paths connecting them. although they must reflect the operational exchangeFinally, specific mutational paths between codons may ability of amino acids in proteins, must also reflect rates differ in rate due to nucleotide mutation biases. For of mutation from one kind of codon to another (in principle, instance, both Ala-Gly and Ala-Val are singlet exchanges they may also reflect subtle fitness effects unrelated to with the same singlet path density (1 per codon), but protein operation, due to different metabolic costs of Ala and Val are interconverted by a nucleotide transidifferent amino acids or to different translational effition mutation (GCN ↔ GTN) with a severalfold higher ciencies of different codons, and so on). In the simplest rate (Schaaper and Dunn 1991 ; Nachman and Crocase in which new mutations are rare, and regardless well 2000) than the nucleotide transversion mutation of whether one is considering random or selective fixathat interconverts Ala and Gly (GCN ↔ GGN). Likewise, tions, the rate of evolution is directly proportional to the a bias favoring AT (or GC) base pairs would affect the relative rates of Glu → Gly (GAR → GGR) vs. Glu → Val (GAR → GTR), and such effects seem to have played 1 The ability to distinguish such mutational effects from measure is here called "experimental exchangeability" selective effects relating to protein operation is of con-(EX). EX and diverse other measures were evaluated siderable interest. To address this issue requires a relifor their power to (1) predict effects of experimental able measure of the exchangeability of amino acids in amino acid exchanges, (2) account for the disease-causproteins that is free of mutational effects. Such a meaing potential of different types of missense mutations sure would not be easy to find. The distance measures of in humans, and (3) model the acceptance of missense Grantham (1974) and Miyata et al. (1979) are used commutations in protein evolution. In these tests, the performonly as though they were pure measures of physicomance of EX exceeds or closely follows the best of the chemical distance (e.g., Li 1997; Krawczak et al. 1998;  other measures tested, which include matrices based on Yang et al. 1998; Graur and Li 2000) , yet they are not.
sequence alignments, computational structural modelThe approach taken by Grantham (1974) was to idening of proteins, and ad hoc statistical measures incorpotify, from a large number of potentially relevant physicorating physicochemical properties of amino acids. Of the chemical properties, a set of three-volume, polarity, available measures, EX seems to be the best-performing and composition-that, when their differences are asmeasure that is free of mutational biases, and it is the signed appropriate weights, provide an unusually good only measure that is likely to be substantially improved fit with observed evolutionary transition probabilities.
in the future by modest increases in the amount of Thus, Grantham's distances (and the derived measure of available experimental data. Miyata et al. 1979 ) represent a physicochemical parameterization of evolutionary propensities. Pure measures of amino acid exchangeability exist, but they are theo- MATERIALS AND METHODS retical; e.g., Miyazawa and Jernigan (1993) 
computed
Identification of studies for inclusion: An initial set of three expected effects of exchanges in proteins of known strucwidely cited exchange studies (Axe et al. 1998 ; Kleina and ture using a contact-energy model. However, because the Miller 1990; Rennell et al. 1991) An alternative strategy for deriving a mutationally un-1999), as well as by keyword searches in PubMed. Candidate biased measure based on actual amino acid exchanges studies were then screened individually to identify studies would be to use data from the experimental manipulawith at least 20 single-exchange variants generated and assayed tion of proteins. The published literature includes many under conditions that do not appear to impose strong biases on (i) the set of sites subject to exchanges, (ii) the set of exstudies in which a large pool of variant proteins, each changes imposed on each site, and (iii) the set of exchange differing from a reference protein (typically a wild type) variants assayed for biological or biochemical effects. Ideally, by a single amino acid residue, is assayed for the effects each set should be a complete set, a randomly chosen subset, of this change. Such exchanges clearly reflect the comor, at the very least, an arbitrary subset based on some factor plexities of real proteins (albeit operating under labora-(typically, experimental convenience) extraneous to the issues raised by exchangeability. tory conditions in vitro or in vivo). Furthermore, such Some judgment was exercised in the application of the above exchanges can be produced and assayed systematically.
criteria. For instance, the choice to alter only conserved bindFor instance, Rennell et al. (1991) placed nonsense ing motifs by Slack et al. (2000) was considered a problematic codons at every position (except the start codon) in a bias, while the choice of Hortnagel et al. (1999) to alter only T4 lysozyme gene and then used a set of 13 suppressor a continuous block of 20 sites in RecA (or the similar focus of strains to insert (separately) 13 different amino acids
Cunningham and Wells 1989 on a set of three blocks comprising 54 sites) was considered tolerable, partly because a 20-residue at each position. The resulting nonsense-site/suppressor block is a sizeable block and partly because the experimenters combinations were assayed by growth of the bacteriophage were otherwise highly systematic in producing and assaying in vivo, with the effect of the exchange being assigned to all 20 ϫ 19 ϭ 380 possible single-exchange variants within this one of four categories ("Ϫ," "ϩ Ϫ," "ϩ," "ϩ ϩ") on the block. The second criterion was not interpreted to exclude alabasis of the size of the bacteriophage plaque. When nine-scanning studies, to the extent that alanine is an arbitrary subset of all amino acids. The third criterion does not necessarsuch studies do not introduce biases on the retention ily exclude studies that rely on selective growth of a subset of or loss of activity (e.g., by altering only active-site resivariants, because in some cases (see supplementary materials dues), they may serve as the basis for deriving a measure at http:/ /www.genetics.org/supplemental/) the membership of of exchangeability.
the subset of variants that failed to grow can be inferred, so
In this work, a set of such systematic exchange studies that the composition of both the "inactive" and "active" classes is known.
is identified, comprising 9671 amino acid exchanges in Structural analysis: Protein structure data are from the Pro-site is classified as "buried" if the wild-type amino acid is Ͻ20% t U ϭ 0.12, or 12% wild-type activity, and the activity value assigned (by way of Equation 3) to variants in the minus accessible relative to its accessibility in an Ala-X-Ala tripeptide.
The correction for sampling error in the frequencies of category would be A minus ϭ 0.037, or 3.7% wild-type activity. In some cases, the effects of amino acid exchanges may be exposure for each amino acid (used in computing the contextaveraged exchangeability, explained below) is based on accesgiven, not by assignment to categories, but by a continuous value x from some measurement that does not have the units sibilities computed for a large and nonredundant set of structural data, namely the PDB_SELECT25 (Hobohm and Sander of relative wild-type activity (e.g., x i is a K d or ⌬⌬G value). In such a case, the observed values can be ranked and treated 1994) subset of 2216 structurally characterized chains with an upper limit of 25% pairwise sequence similarity. For this set as a set of categories (i.e., one category for each distinct value of x i ) for the purpose of assigning activity scores. In general, of chains, computed surface accessibilities for 342,785 residues in 2159 chains are available in the Definition of Secondary Structhis method makes the implicit assumptions (see discussion) that the scale of experimental values has a monotonic relationtures of Proteins (DSSP) database (Hooft et al. 1996) . The resulting frequencies with which amino acids are exposed ship with activity and that the polarity of this relationship is known (i.e., one knows which end of the scale represents low (Ͼ20% surface accessibility relative to an Ala-X-Ala tripeptide) are, in increasing order: Cys, 21.7%; Ile, 24.7%; Phe, 27.8%; activity and which end represents high activity). (Holbrook et al. 1990, Table II) .
able from the set of 12 studies. Data points are weighted so that each study contributes equally. To assign weights by study Assignment of scores to a common scale: Some experimental exchange studies provide information on the proportion size would be inappropriate, because most of the uncertainty is in the value of t , which is independent of study size, not of variants p t observed to have activity below some threshold level, t . Such {t, p t } pairs are points on a cumulative frequency p t , which is more reliable for larger studies. For example, in the T4 lysozyme study, the reported threshold value of t ϭ distribution function C(t ), a nondecreasing function of t delimited by C(0) ϭ 0 and C(∞) ϭ 1. If a common function can 3% for the minimal activity of "ϩ" variants might be off by a factor of two in either direction, whereas the range of the be found to fit all studies, then it may be used to assign scores on the common scale of t , even for experiments that provide 95% confidence interval for p t ϭ 328/1918 ϭ 0.171, which is only a ranking of results with no activity measurements. To 0.154-0.189, is only a factor of 1.1 in either direction. In two define a suitable cumulative frequency distribution function cases (HIV-RT and insulin), quantitative activity values for all C(t ) in the absence of a clear a priori expectation of its mathevariants have been determined experimentally, and therefore matical form, we find an empirical fit to C(t) ϭ B(t)/(a ϩ B(t)), the entire observed cumulative frequency distribution may be where the basis function B(t) is chosen from a small number used in the regression. of simple functions (linear, exponential, or power function). In
Missing data, weights, and uncertainties: For 6 of the 380 offpractice (see results), the power law allows the best fit, and thus diagonal cells of the 20 ϫ20 exchangeability matrix, no obthe frequency distribution function is defined as servations are available, while the remaining cells represent varying numbers of observations (see results, Table 2 ). The missing EX values are excluded from all analyses, and the
remaining values are analyzed using the number of observations as a weight. For instance, the symmetric form of exwhere a and b are estimated from the data (see Statistical prochangeability is computed with the formula S ij ϭ (n ij EX ij ϩ cedures, below). Differentiating the cumulative distribution n ji EX ji )/(n ij ϩ n ji ); that is, the mean is weighted by the relevant function, C(t ), yields a frequency density function: numbers of observations n . When a standard error is given for an individual EX ij value, this is the standard error derived The BLOSUM series of matrices were taken from Henikoff and A L,U defined as the mean value for the category:
Henikoff's (1992) supplementary material, which provides five digits of precision (better than the reduced-precision matrices widely used by sequence alignment software). The VB (Ven-
(3) katarajan and Braun 2001) matrix was obtained in electronic form from the authors, and the XX matrix was entered manually from Xia and Xie (2002) . Other measures are from the AAIndex database (Kawashima and Kanehisa 2000) .
This has no analytical solution given the definition of f(t ) in
Comparative evaluation using experimental exchanges: The power Equation 2; therefore, it is evaluated numerically (using Matheof various measures of exchangeability was evaluated by prematica 4.0). As a numerical example, one may consider the dicting the results of experimental exchanges. Circularity in prehypothetical "minus" category depicted in Figure 1 , which indicting experimental exchange effects using an EX measure cludes the 47% of variants with activities ranging from t L ϭ is avoided by using a jackknife method in which the predictor 0 to the unknown upper threshold t U . If the regression (1) indicates that a ϭ 0.28 and b ϭ 0.67, then from Equation 1, applied to a set of results for a target protein T is the indepen- a Sup, nonsense suppression; sat, saturation mutagenesis; scan, alanine scanning (Ala and Gly scanning in the case of Nuclease). b Amino acid positions altered (in parentheses, total number of positions in the protein). dent predictor EX ϪT based on results from all proteins except contribute to the category are not saturated with detected variants. T. For target studies in which the effects of exchanges are given on a continuous scale (e.g., percentage of activity), a
Comparative evaluation using evolutionary probability of acceptance: For use in a model of sequence evolution, similarity measures linear regression with the predictor is used. When the target results are ordinal (e.g., "Ϫ," "ϩ"), logistic regression is used. are converted to distances by subtracting each value of the measure from its maximum value. The minimum distance is For testing the entire set of 9671 results from all 12 target studies, each result is paired with its independent predictor thus zero, and in the Goldman-Yang model as implemented in the PAML package (Yang et al. 1998) , amino acid pairs with EX ϪT , and linear regression is used, with ordinal values converted to continuous-activity values as described (see above, this distance will be accepted with the highest probability possible for a nonsynonymous change. The nucleotide alignments Assignment of scores to a common scale). For purposes of interpreused for evolutionary analysis are from two sources: the conting the results of this test, it is helpful to define the power of catenated mitochondrial gene data from Yang et al. (1998) and a study as the number of variants assayed multiplied by the the 10 eukaryotic sequence families analyzed by Qiu et al. (2004) . mean information content of an assay result. The mean inforSites in the latter data sets with noncanonical codons (due to mation content of an ordinal assignment is Ϫ͚( f i log f i ), protist genes with noncanonical genetic codes) were removed where f i is the frequency of the i th category, ignoring uncerfrom the analysis. The PAML software was executed using a tainty in the assignment itself, which reduces information concontrol file specifying the codon model (seqtype ϭ 1, model ϭ tent to an unknown degree. Continuous-valued results are 0, as in Yang et al. 1998 ) and the appropriate genetic code. ranked and treated as ordinal data for the purpose of computing information content (again, ignoring uncertainty in the ranking).
RESULTS Comparative evaluation using data on human variation: EX and other measures are used as predictors of disease-causing poStudies chosen for inclusion: From an initially broad tential, defined (for each source-destination combination) as literature search, the number of candidate studies was the ratio of the number of Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) entries (Stenson et al. 2003) to the number of HGV reduced by eliminating small studies (Ͻ20 variants) and Base entries (Fredman et al. 2002;  http:/ /hgvbase.cgb.ki.se/), then by eliminating studies with methodological biases, using only those HGVBase SNPs with "proven" status. This as described in materials and methods. These criteratio of the number of entries for particular categories of ria reduced the number of candidate studies by roughly variant is not the same as a ratio of population frequencies; two orders of magnitude, to a total of 15. The most comnevertheless, it can be used as an estimator (e.g., as in Krawczak et al. 1998) under conditions in which genetic sites that mon grounds for eliminating a sufficiently large study Counts of exchanges by source (row) and destination (column) were that the study aimed to identify only "critical" resi-A common severity-of-effect distribution as the basis for combining results: The 12 studies differ in the target dues by focusing on a handful of predefined target residues (e.g., suspected active site residues) or that the study protein, the type of assay performed, and the form of the results (Table 1 ; supplementary material at http:// provided assay results only for a highly nonrandom subset of variants (e.g., variants that gained some crucial activity).
www.genetics.org/supplemental/). Results from different studies are not directly comparable: a value of ϩ The studies selected for analysis, listed in Table 1 by target protein, comprise 12 different target proteins, might mean "phage growth" in one study, and "drug resistance" in another study; a value of 0.4 might mean 1266 altered sites, and 9671 individual exchanges. The exchanges are tabulated by source and destination ⌬⌬G of 0.4 in one study and an activity of 40% of wild type in another study. amino acid in Table 2 . No data are available for the doublet exchanges Y → T, Y → I, and Y → V nor for A method for combining such data would seem to require: (i) a precise physical model relating protein the triplet exchanges W → N, W → D, and W → I. For the remaining exchanges, the mean numbers of thermodynamics and chemistry to assays of enzymological or biological activity, (ii) an arbitrary rescaling of instances are 32.4 (range, 1-80) for singlets, 22.6 (range, 1-86) for doublets, and 12.4 (range, 1-32) for triplets.
diverse results (e.g., each result converted to 0 or 1) on the assumption that arbitrary biases will cancel out given The exchanges were engineered using three different methods: nonsense suppression (Miller 1991) , that is, sufficient data, or (iii) a heuristic model that relates the results of different studies through some common the introduction of a nonsense mutation at a site, followed by expression using a nonsense-suppressor tRNA parameter(s). The first approach is not possible, and the assumptions of the second approach are not justithat inserts some amino acid; cassette-based saturation mutagenesis (Reidhaar-Olson et al. 1991) , resulting fied, given the relatively small number of studies. The possibility of a heuristic approach based on a in a set of randomly generated codons at some position; and site-directed mutagenesis, resulting in a specific alcommon severity-of-effect distribution can be illustrated by reference to the barnase study of Axe et al. (1998) , ternative at some position, as in alanine-scanning studies. For each of these 12 studies, the supplementary matethe T4 lysozyme study of Rennell et al. (1991) , and the ␤-lactamase study of Materon and Palzkill (2001) rial at http:/ /www.genetics.org/supplemental/ describes the experimental design (the method for generating (see Table 1 ). In each case, a large number of variants were produced and assayed to yield a ϩ or Ϫ outcome and assaying variants) and the form of the results, which may be continuous values (e.g., percentage of wild-type relative to an arbitrary threshold level of activity. However, the studies differ dramatically in their outcomes: activity) or ordinal values (i.e., ranked categories, such as Ϫ, ϩ Ϫ, and ϩ).
in the barnase case, only 4.9% of variants were inactive; The fit of this classification to a known frequency distribution of effects on activity. For any given frequency distribution, there is a unique value T that divides the density into a minus class of 47% and a plus class with the remainder. Then, for this frequency distribution, variants in each class can be assigned a unique mean activity value (e.g., Figure 2 .-Empirical severity-of-effect distribution. The ob-A minus for variants in the minus category). This approach generserved frequency of amino acid exchange variants p T that fall alizes to any number of ranked categories.
below some threshold of activity T is shown as a function of the threshold, on a double-log scale. the threshold is, the fewer the variants are that surpass it, suggesting an underlying distribution of effects on activity that applies across studies. To the extent that such a common distribution applies, it can serve as the exponential) showed a worse empirical fit. This common severity-of-effect distribution may be used as the basis for a method to assign scores on a common scale, as illustrated in Figure 1 (see materials and methods).
basis for transforming results of any experimental study to a common scale, nominally a scale of activity. Available data on the distribution of activity effects are plotted in Figure 2 . A total of eight threshold values EX: The "experimental exchangeability from i to j," or EX ij , is the mean activity of variants with an exchange are available from five studies. For two additional studies (insulin and HIV-RT), activity values for all variants are from amino acid i to amino acid j. For instance, Table 2 indicates that data on 34 T → E exchanges are available, reported, providing a finely discretized distribution. As described in materials and methods, these data may and thus EX T,E will be the average of 34 values, each representing the fraction of wild-type activity in the varibe used to estimate the shape of a common frequency distribution, on the assumption that such a distribution ant protein, including both experimentally determined values (e.g., for variants of HIV-RTase) and estimates exists. This assumption is borne out by the close empirical fit to a power law (specifically, y ϭ 0.91x 0.374 ), the R 2 assigned using Equation 3 (materials and methods). Individual EX values have considerable uncertainty. The value for which is 0.78 (residual sum-of-squares, 0.19). On the basis of this result, the data were then fit to mean standard deviation of individual EX values, computed by bootstrap resampling (results not shown), is Equation 1, a function that is based on the power law, but that has the properties of a cumulative frequency 0.071 for resampling among studies and 0.056 for resampling among individual exchanges. distribution (see materials and methods). The curved line in Figure 2 shows the best fit to Equation 1 (a ϭ By taking advantage of available structure data (see materials and methods and supplementary material 0.278, b ϭ 0.666), with a residual sum-of-squares of 0.13. Possible cumulative frequency distribution equaat http://www.genetics.org/supplemental/), it is possible to classify most of the 1266 experimentally altered tions based on other candidate functions (e.g., linear, Exchangeability (ϫ1000) by source (row) and destination (column) 
and W → I exchanges, due to the lack of data noted exchangeability can be computed separately for each class of sites. The resulting pair of matrices, not preearlier (Table 2) . If needed, the missing values may be interpolated by averaging the exchangeability-as-source sented here, provides a means to correct for statistical error in sampling surface and buried sites for each of the source amino acid, and the exchangeabilityas-destination of the destination amino acid. A symmetamino acid. The corrected "context-averaged" exchangeability value is the weighted average of the surface and ric exchangeability matrix can be computed with EXS ij ϭ EXS ji defined as the average of EX ij and EX ji , with each buried exchangeability, where the weights for a specific exchange are based on the background frequency with value weighted by the number of underlying observations in Table 2 . The missing values are irrelevant to which the source amino acid is found in each context (see materials and methods). The corrected values the tests of power below because: (i) the cross-validation obviously includes no observations of these types, since are very similar to the uncorrected values, performing only slightly better in the tests described below. Hencenone are present in the original data set; and (ii) the other tests use only the values for singlet exchanges, forth, the context-averaged exchangeability is treated as the definitive version of experimental exchangeability whereas the six missing paths are doublet and triplet exchanges. The symmetric matrix EXS ij has no missing and is referred to simply as EX.
The values of EX (context averaged, as just noted) values because exchange data are available for every possible unordered pair of amino acids. are given to three decimal places in Table 3 , with source amino acids by row and destination amino acids by colComparative evaluation of amino acid similarity measures: Applying the heuristic procedure described above umn. The mean exchangeability-as-source is given for each amino acid in the last column of Table 3 , with the to available data on experimental exchanges yields an EX matrix that must reflect, to some unknown degree, mean exchangeability-as-destination in the last row. The grand mean of exchangeability is 0.29. Alanine is the the average effects of exchanging one amino acid for another. However, it remains to be demonstrated how best replacement for other residues, with an exchangeability-as-destination of 0.41. The amino acid that is the well this procedure captures useful information about the "exchangeability" of amino acids or even if such a most readily replaced is Lysine, with EX src ϭ 0.41, though its exchangeability-as-destination is notably concept is valid. To address such questions there is neither a convenient existing benchmark nor a precise and poor, 0.23.
The exchangeability matrix has no diagonal values validated theoretical model. For instance, on a priori grounds, one expects that greater exchangeability should study (9671 experimental exchanges) may be used as targets for prediction. Circularity in the use of EX is correlate with greater similarity in crucial physicochemical properties such as volume and hydrophobicity, and avoided by using, for each target protein T, the independent predictor EX ϪT (see materials and methods). indeed this correlation is observed for EX and various other measures (not shown). Yet, this relationship can- Table 4 shows the results of this test, using logistic regressions for studies with ordinal results (e.g., Ϫ, ϩ) and not be used to distinguish among such measures, because the prior expectation establishes only the polarity linear regressions for studies with continuous-valued results (e.g., percentage of activity). Given that the number of the correlation, not its exact form.
Thus, the task of evaluating a measure of amino acid exof tests is on the order of 100 (12 target studies multiplied by eight types of predictors), a probability Ͻ5 ϫ changeability presents a challenge for which new methods are required. To confront this challenge, three distinct 10 Ϫ4 is marginally significant when considering a result chosen ex posteriori, and a probability Ͻ10 Ϫ6 is highly tests, each based on an independent source of data, have been developed and applied to EX and a set of measures significant. Overall predictive power reflected in R 2 values is low, chosen for purposes of comparison. The logic of each test is that, to the extent that predictable statistical regupresumably due to crucial context effects not included in the model (i.e., every site has a specific context in a larities associated with effects of amino acid changes in proteins are captured by the procedure used here for protein that is not addressed), such that the best predictor explains only 2.6-16.4% of variance in effects of deriving an EX matrix, the resulting EX matrix should be a statistically significant predictor of patterns involvindividual substitutions. Systematic differences in predictability of target studies are explained predominantly ing amino acid changes in proteins. To reduce the number of statistical tests, rather than including all known by the power of the study (Table 4) , defined as the number of assayed variants multiplied by the mean inmatrices of similarity or distance, we define five categories of measures other than EX (which is in its own formation content of an assay result. For instance, considering the best predictor, study power accounts for category as an empirical measure of pure exchangeability) and choose a prominent example from each:
82% of the between-target-study variance in predictability [i.e., R 2 ϭ 0.82 for the regression of Ϫlog(probability) 1. Theoretical models of amino acid exchangeability in on study power]. proteins. The MJ matrix of Miyazawa and Jernigan EX ϪT is the best predictor in the combined test, while (1993) is used. BLOSUM100 (BLO100), the best of the five BLOSUM 2. Empirical models of evolutionary transition probabillevels tested (30, 45, 62, 80 , and 100), has a larger numities. The WAG matrix (Whelan and Goldman 2001) ber of first-place and second-place results in the separate provides maximum-likelihood estimates of transition tests (Table 4) . In general, the order of effectiveness of probabilities for a Markov model of evolutionary amino predictors is {EX ϪT , BLO100} Ͼ {VB, XX, Miyata, acid replacement.
WAG} Ͼ Grantham. The symmetric matrix, EXS ϪT , per-3. Physicochemical parameterizations of evolutionary forms better than the intermediate predictors but worse transition probabilities. The so-called "biochemical disthan EX ϪT and BLO100. In such comparative tests, the tance" measures of Grantham (1974) and Miyata predictive power of EX ϪT is aided by its asymmetry and et al. (1979) are widely used.
by the availability of statistical weights (the counts in 4. Sequence alignment match-score matrices. Matrices Table 2 ). By contrast, all the other measures are symmetthat supply match scores for alignment algorithms ric and without weights. Of these two aspects, asymmetry are the most familiar type of amino acid similarity meais important, as indicated above by the reduced perforsure. Formally, the S i j values of such a matrix are odds mance of EXS ϪT , while weighting has relatively little ratios of true juxtaposition to false juxtaposition of effect (results not shown). residues i and j (Altschul 1991) . The BLOSUM series
Correlation with disease-causing potential of human misof matrices based on conserved sequence blocks is sense mutants: The analysis of deleterious human variants widely used in homology searches and performs betis a problem for which an asymmetric measure of exter than other measures in systematic tests (Henikoff changeability would be useful, since typically one can and Henikoff 1992). distinguish which allele is the ancestral wild-type allele 5. Miscellaneous heuristic measures. The VB matrix (Venand which is the mutant. The nearly 19,000 entries for katarajan and Braun 2001) is derived from multimissense mutants in HGMD (Stenson et al. 2003) can dimensional scaling of a diverse set of 237 diverse be categorized on the basis of the source (wild-type) amino acid properties. The XX matrix (Xia and Xie amino acid and the destination (mutant) amino acid.
2002) is based on observed neighbor frequencies of
In principle, as long as the probability of sampling reamino acids in protein sequences and represents a mains low (both in regard to individuals bearing a pardistinctive new approach. ticular haplotype and in regard to haplotypes within a particular amino acid exchange category), the number
Prediction of effects of experimental amino acid exchanges:
The data from experimental genetics collated for this of entries in HGMD for some category (e.g., Arg → Thr) -01 ) (2.1E-01) (7.7E-02) (7.8E-01) (2.5E-01) (2.6E-01) (9.2E-02) (1.4E-01) (6.5E-01) All 0.0373 0.029 0.03631 0.02631 0.02458 0.02289 0.02204 0.01698 0.00918 (8.0E-82) (2.0E-63) (1.0E-79) (5.0E-58) (3.0E-54) (1.0E-50) (9.0E-49) (7.0E-38) (3.6E-21) a Italic and underlined values indicate the best and next-best (respectively) predictors by R 2 for each target study. EXS is not included in the rankings because it is redundant with EX.
b Depending on whether the data are ordinal (r) or continuous (c), predictions use logistic or linear regression, respectively.
is an estimator of the total frequency of occurrence of the acceptability of the mutant alleles (i.e., due to their mean effects on survival and reproduction). disease-causing variants of that category, modulated by a likelihood of clinical characterization. However, the Conveniently, the latter three factors are subsumed in the corresponding category frequencies from HGVBase relative chance of clinical characterization of a point mutation in a protein-coding region is based solely on (Fredman et al. 2002) , a database of human single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). To the extent that confoundthe disease-causing propensity and the population frequency and not on experimental detectability, given ing cross-factor effects can be ignored, then, dividing the number (or frequency) of HGMD entries by the that all types of missense mutations are equally detectable by the standard experimental procedure of DNA senumber of HGVBase entries for the same type of missense change would cancel out extraneous effects of coquencing. The population frequency, in turn, is a function of (i) the frequency of the source codon(s), (ii) don usage and mutation, leaving only the disease-causing potential. Thus, the logic of this test is that, if the the mutation rate to the destination codon(s), and (iii) in which the differences arise. That is, when the first exchange from i to j takes place in one of two initially identical proteins, the resulting difference occurs in an identical context, and thus the pairing of i and j in the aligned sequences is a more accurate indication of the exchangeability of i and j than the same pairing of residues in proteins that have diverged so that they are only 30% identical. Indeed, we find that, for singlet and doublet exchanges, the slope of the correlation of BLOSUM scores on EXS values is steepest for BLOSUM100 and becomes flatter with decreasing BLOSUM level (results not shown). This observation is not necessarily in conflict with the results of Benner et al. (1994) , who argue [from a discrepancy that arises in extrapolating the percent accepted mutation (PAM) model] that the effect of minimal mutation distance on the pattern of divergence decreases as proteins diverge. The effect of minimum mutational distance also diminishes with the BLOSUM The vertical scale is the log of the disease-causing potential, level (i.e., the mean BLOSUM scores for singlets, doudefined as the ratio of the number of HGMD (Krawczak and blets, and triplets become less extreme).
Cooper 1997) entries for a given missense class, to the number
Use as a model of acceptance of missense changes in evolution:
of HGVBase (Fredman et al. 2002) entries for the same class.
While the above results demonstrate that EX performs For reasons explained in the text, this ratio is expected to reflect disease-causing potential and to be free of confounding well in predicting the effects of a random sample of exeffects of mutation. The solid line shows the weighted leastchanges (the experimental data) or a sample enriched squares regression, y ϭ 4.08 Ϫ 6.38x , with weights based on for damaging exchanges (the disease-associated variants), Table 2 (weight of each point is reflected by its size). EX exone might argue that a more subtle measure is needed plains 49% of the variance in the log HGMD/HGVBase ratio, for modeling evolutionary change, to the extent that more than any other measure tested. Given the observed regression, one way to describe how HGMD is enriched (relative (presumably) it is a sample enriched for benign or in- ware of Yang (1997) for numerical analysis of maximum likelihood models. The basis for this approach is as follows. Molecular evolution is often characterized as an origin-fixation process with a steady-state rate equal method for deriving EX captures useful information on effects of amino acid changes in proteins, EX should to the product of the rate of introduction of new mutants, N, and their probability of fixation, : in the correlate negatively with the HGMD/HGVBase ratio. Note that this test scrutinizes only singlet exchanges, simplest case, for neutral variants, ϭ 1/N, while for significantly beneficial mutants, Ϸ 2s, where s is the given that SNP data, by definition, are single-nucleotide polymorphisms.
coefficient of selection (Kimura 1983) . Thus, Goldman and Yang (1994; see also Muse and Gaut 1994) introIn general, measures of amino acid similarity or distance show a better linear fit to the log of the diseaseduced a "mechanistic" model of codon change with separate factors for mutation and acceptance. The mutacausing potential than to the untransformed value. Figure 3 shows the regression for the best predictor, EX, tional factor is modeled using a nucleotide substitution mutation model applied to codons. The acceptance facwhich explains half of the variance in the log(HGMD/ HGVBase) ratio. The values of R 2 for the various predictor for different types of missense mutations is modeled using a linear or geometric transformation (with two fitted tors are: EX, 0.494 (EXS, 0.499); BLOSUM100, 0.475; WAG, 0.368; Grantham, 0.352; Miyata, 0.330; XX, 0.325;  parameters) of a user-supplied, symmetric measure of amino acid distance. Yang et al. (1998) tested five sym-VB, 0.299; and MJ, 0.076.
As for the previous test using experimental exchanges, metric measures of amino acid distance: differences in polarity, volume, and composition; Grantham's distances the higher levels of the BLOSUM series of matrices performed better; e.g., R 2 for BLOSUM62 was 0.444, and (Grantham 1974) ; and Miyata's distances (Miyata et al. 1979) . for BLOSUM30 it was 0.309 (the BLOSUM level is the upper limit of sequence identity among pairs of seHere, to evaluate various measures, a likelihood analysis was carried out using PAML with the original data quences used to compute the matrix). A potential explanation is that closely related proteins should more accuset of Yang et al. (1998) and with 10 additional data sets from Qiu et al. (2004) , as described in materials rately reflect exchangeability due to the shared context Ϫ49, 185 Ϫ25, 526 Ϫ25, 721 Ϫ45, 735 Ϫ8, 293 Ϫ24, 745 Ϫ16, 231 Ϫ57, 489 Ϫ11, 187 Ϫ8, 482 Ϫ29, 835 Ϫ302, 429 EXS Ϫ49, 116 Ϫ25, 653 Ϫ25, 879 Ϫ45, 952 Ϫ8, 328 Ϫ24, 675 Ϫ16, 261 Ϫ57, 641 Ϫ11, 069 Ϫ8, 480 Ϫ29, 881 Ϫ302, 937 VB Ϫ49, 350 Ϫ25, 618 Ϫ25, 818 Ϫ45, 900 Ϫ8, 353 Ϫ24, 857 Ϫ16, 297 Ϫ57, 711 Ϫ11, 222 Ϫ8465 Ϫ29, 869 Ϫ303, 458 Miyata Ϫ49, 358 Ϫ25, 643 Ϫ25, 864 Ϫ46, 086 Ϫ8, 401 Ϫ24, 770 Ϫ16, 321 Ϫ57, 790 Ϫ11, 199 Ϫ8, 508 Ϫ29, 890 Ϫ303, 829 WAG Ϫ49, 400 Ϫ25, 654 Ϫ25, 872 Ϫ46, 020 Ϫ8, 358 Ϫ24, 868 Ϫ16, 285 Ϫ57, 708 Ϫ11, 248 Ϫ8, 528 Ϫ29, 887 Ϫ303, 830 XX Ϫ49, 259 Ϫ25, 656 Ϫ25, 926 Ϫ46, 087 Ϫ8, 387 Ϫ24, 792 Ϫ16, 345 Ϫ57, 866 Ϫ11, 188 Ϫ8, 500 Ϫ29, 867 Ϫ303, 872 Grantham Ϫ49, 578 Ϫ25, 720 Ϫ25, 931 Ϫ46, 285 Ϫ8, 410 Ϫ24, 915 Ϫ16, 398 Ϫ57, 971 Ϫ11, 226 Ϫ8, 538 Ϫ29, 912 Ϫ304, 883 MJ Ϫ49, 561 Ϫ25, 785 Ϫ26, 062 Ϫ46, 423 Ϫ8, 481 Ϫ24, 896 Ϫ16, 332 Ϫ57, 998 Ϫ11, 242 Ϫ8, 517 Ϫ29, 907 Ϫ305, 204 a Italic values, best predictor for this gene family (column); underlined values, next-best predictor.
and methods. Measures of similarity, such as EXS or (Table 5 ). On the basis of the results of these tests, EX BLOSUM, are converted into the required form of a disis recommended as the only measure of the mean effects tance measure by subtracting each value from the maxiof amino acid exchanges that performs well and that mum. The likelihood score that results from an analysis is known to avoid potentially confounding effects of can be used to evaluate the performance of a distance mutation. measure in comparison to other measures (all tests have
The concept of a pure measure of exchangeability is the same number of parameters). As with the previous largely novel, as is the method of deriving EX, and this test involving disease-causing variants, this test evalunovelty raises a number of questions. How does the ates power only with respect to singlet exchanges, beseverity-of-effect model provide a basis for combining cause these are the only kind used in the Goldmanresults from different studies? What are the most likely Yang model. sources of bias and error in this approach? How could The results of this comparative analysis are shown in EX be improved with new data or methods? What, ex- Table 5 . For each of the 11 data sets, log(likelihood) values actly, does EX represent, and how does it relate to conare shown for the geometric transformation only, which cepts such as evolutionary acceptability or "functional" (as in Yang et al. 1998) generally yields higher likelihoods effect or to measures such as PAM? How can exchangethan the linear transformation. The best measure for use ability be applied to scientific questions or technical as an acceptance function is BLOSUM100, which outperchallenges? forms the second-best measure, EXS, in terms of both
The concept of amino acid exchangeability: Most of the sum of log(likelihood) values and the number of firstthe questions listed in the previous paragraph relate to and second-place results. The order of performance is the general issue of what it means to seek out average BLO100 Ͼ EXS Ͼ {VB, Miyata, WAG, Grantham} Ͼ MJ.
tendencies among heterogeneous sets of data. The capacity of EX to represent average tendencies useful for any given purpose depends on three types of factors.
DISCUSSION
First, EX is derived from individual assay results that reflect experimental biases and uncertainties, and thus A measure of the exchangeability of amino acids has the accuracy of EX depends on the strength of such been computed from results of 9671 exchanges in 12 effects. Second, EX is a measure of mean effect averaged proteins, based on a set of experimental studies chosen over diverse contexts (diverse sites in different proteins to avoid systematic biases in the assessment of exchange operating under differing conditions in different assays), effects (Tables 1 and 2 ). In this set of studies, the relaand thus the accuracy of EX depends on the strength tionship observed between frequency and severity of of these context-dependent effects (relative to intrinsic effect suggests a common distribution that provides a effects) and how well the distribution of contexts has basis for combining results from different studies (Figbeen sampled. The procedure used here compensates ures 1 and 2) to yield a measure of mean effect, called only for the differing severity of assays (via the frequency-EX (Table 3) . This measure has been evaluated, in comactivity regression, Figure 2 ) and for sampling error in parison to a sample of other types of measures, by a regard to the distribution of amino acids among surface statistical cross-validation using the data on experimenand buried sites. Third, EX is a measure of effects fotal exchanges (Table 4) , by measuring its correlation cused mainly on protein activity and stability as meawith the disease-causing potential of human missense sured with biochemical or growth assays in the laboramutants (Figure 3) , and by testing its ability to serve as the basis for evolutionary probabilities of acceptance tory, and thus its utility in analyzing other phenomena of amino acid exchange (e.g., in natural variation and of stability. However, at the low end of the scale of ⌬⌬G, there are a few exchanges that actually increase stability evolution) depends on the extent to which these effects, as opposed to others (e.g., metabolic cost of amino acids), (decrease ⌬G), and one would not necessarily assume that such exchanges increase activity-the increased staare important.
In principle, such sources of variance could prove so bility might make for a too-rigid protein unable to bind a substrate or release a product. An analogous interpreoverwhelming that it would be pointless to pursue a general measure of exchangeability. In practice, this is not tation could be applied to the problem of assigning scores to human growth hormone variants on the basis the case. The results presented here demonstrate conclusively that there is a general phenomenon of exof a ranking of K d values. To clarify this issue would require systematic data (not currently available, to our changeability in the sense of predictable statistical regularities seen across various types of data involving amino knowledge) in which a large set of variants is subjected both to assays for effects on biological activity and to acid exchanges (or differences) from a diverse array of proteins and organisms. The three data sets used to evalueffects on kinetic parameters or thermostability. Future prospects for a measure of exchangeability: ate EX and other measures are from three independent sources and correspond to random exchanges (experimenMany have expressed surprise that EX performs better than other measures tested, given that its derivation tal data), relatively damaging exchanges (HGMD data), and relatively benign exchanges (evolution). Yet, most reflects the results of relatively crude laboratory experiments with a small set of proteins that may not be reprepredictors are significant in most tests, and the ranking of predictors shows considerable regularity between tests sentative of proteins in general. Clearly, individual EX values are highly imprecise relative to other measures, (e.g., EX and BLO are the best, and Grantham and MJ are among the worst). Among other things, this indiwith relative standard deviations of 20-25%, on average. A major reason for this imprecision is that an individual cates that various sources of data could be used in deriving a measure of exchangeability, not just data from EX value is based on an average of only 25 exchanges. The exchanges typically are assigned a highly discretized experimental genetics. The unique value of the latter data is that, if one wishes to disentangle mutational and (thus imprecise) score, and the assignment itself may have considerable individual uncertainty. selective effects in evolution, experimental exchanges provide independent data on amino acid exchange efHowever, though imprecise, EX values are focused on protein exchangeability per se, a concept that has fects with no obvious risk of confounding mutational effects.
not received much attention. Of the other measures tested, only MJ is derivationally a pure measure of proThe common severity-of-effect distribution: The success of the method of assigning activity scores from the tein-level effects. While other measures sometimes are used as if they were pure measures of operational exregression in Figure 2 would seem to depend on the extent to which two principles apply: (i) regardless of changeability (e.g., Terwilliger 1995; Wen et al. 1996; Li 1997; Krawczak et al. 1998; Yang et al. 1998 ; Graur the nature of the protein, the frequency distribution of activity effects in a random or arbitrary set of amino and Li 2000; Alexandre and Zhulin 2003; Pupko et al. 2003) , they are not. acid exchanges is the same, and (ii) regardless of how exchanges are assayed, the rank order of the mean severThus, what EX lacks in precision and reliability, it makes up for in accuracy, because it is focused specifiity-of-effect for all 380 source-destination pairs will be the same (e.g., whether the assay is for biological activity, cally on the operational exchangeability of amino acids in proteins, as opposed to being focused on something biochemical activity, ⌬⌬G, or K d ).
Presumably neither principle is perfectly applicable, else. Precisely because of this combination of high accuracy with low precision and reliability, there is every but applies only roughly. The first principle is supported by the strength of the regression shown in Figure 2 .
reason to believe that EX can be improved simply by gathering more and better data. If future experimental With respect to the second principle, one may consider the case of integrating the staphylococcal nuclease studstudies can be designed so that measured exchange effects have high information content, and exchanges ies (Shortle et al. 1990; Green et al. 1992; Meeker et al. 1996) in which ⌬⌬G values (rather than activity effects) are distributed equally among the most practically relevant class-the singlet exchanges-a mere twofold addiare measured for protein variants. To assign scores to exchanges in this study, the ⌬⌬G values are ranked from tion to the amount of data (another 19,000 variants) would ensure Ͼ100 variants of each singlet type, which highest to lowest, and this is treated as a rank order of severity of effect, going from what are presumed to be would yield a considerably more powerful measure. With modern high-throughput methods, producing such data the most disruptive effects (highest ⌬⌬G, greatest loss of stability) to the least disruptive or most benign. The could be much faster and cheaper than it was in the past. implicit expectation is that if staphylococcal nuclease variants were assayed for activity rather than for thermo-SUPPLEMENTARY DATA stability, the rankings would tend to correspond, with the most destabilized variants being the least active.
The supplementary data include a detailed description of experimental exchange studies (EX-studies.doc), That is, activity is assumed to be an increasing function
